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The Condottiero’s Screen is the essential game accessory for Brancalonia RPG, a 
roleplaying game with a "Spaghetti Fantasy" setting which mixes Italian culture and fiction 
with fantasy tradition and pop culture. 

The luxurious screen for the Condottiero of Brancalonia is realized in full color cardboard, with 
three horizontal facades with the full color print on both sides. The Players' side is illustrated 
with wonderful and original artwork, representing the very essence of the game’s setting, 
illustrated by Lorenzo Nuti. The reverse side, the Condottiero’s one, has all the reference 
tables and summaries of the main setting rules to manage the game.

Behind the screen, the Condottiero conducts the band of knaves (Player Characters) through a 
unique fantasy world, inspired by Italian folklore, history and pop culture, from Dante’s Divine 
Comedy to Sergio Leone’s movies, from movie classics as Ladyhawke to places well known to 
the fans of the Assassin’s Creed games.

THIS IS NOT A COMPLETE GAME.  
You must own a copy of Brancalonia RPG Setting Book  

to play. 

CONTENTS: High-quality cardboard foldable screen, with reference tables on the game 
master's side, beautiful artwork on the players' side.
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10 SECOND PITCH: The indispensable screen for the Condottiero (Game Master) of Brancalonia, with all the 
essential reference tables to manage the game sessions.

WHY THIS WILL SELL: A must-have accessory for all would-be game masters of Brancalonia RPG. 

CORE MECHANICS: Class Based, Dice driven, Skill Based, Magic.

TYPE/CATEGORY: Medieval-fantasy RPG.


